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Notice-ing 1: “… want to get somewhere” 

Notice-ing 2: “… family circumstances” determine whether one stays in the … [or not?] 

Notice-ing 3: interpreted need, needs are: effective and actualized individuals as role models to provide 

what might be? examples: comfort, support: as in assistance with realization of goals … 

Notice-ing 4: In this specific context and perhaps especially, the education by or perhaps rather 

information provided by an actual criminologist to the imprisoned atta  

Notice-ing 5: along with career counseling interface and/or integration: What would, [applying thinking 

outside of the box; and applying cue: “society” and the obvious,] be a place where society can use and-or 

uses the benefit of a person and or persons  that are familiar with murder either or not after they feel under 

attack [as described thus far in video, by one of the main characters]; as in a like a vocation involving 

aptitude with uh killing.  

Theme: THE OBVIOUS 

THEME MUSIC CITATION: WALK THE MOON, One Foot 

Notice-ing 6: Before interfacing the family system of each child: individual, as he/she knows it to be 

[interfacing] with the system of juvenile detention; have the family systems of each child: individual been 
assessed for inflicting [uh, unjust] abuse and if such a match is found; have they been integrated into an 

abuse recovery program [.] & if such a match is found …, has the child: individual been educated and-or 

educated: informed about such un-savvy behavior [identity].  
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Ibn clarifications: Coincidence? of incidences in general like dialogue cues; recovery usually means from 

a substance or from the incidence of perpetration by mal-use of a substance; however here in cues it also 
implies other forms of soliloquy abuse such as generalized attempted [unjust] violence with or without 

abusive inebriation of a substance; it also redefines what is abuse inebriation of a substance by the attempt 

of what it causes another body [outside of self-body] in interaction; the fine line being: a substance may 

not actually qualify as being abused despite believed and reported “health” mandates since abuse may 
instead be qualified first and primarily as unjust perpetration upon another [i.e. not self] while or not 

under the use of any such substance, …  

 

[and left-off at such place in movie, uh] 

 

 

 


